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What is Title 1?
� Title 1 is a component of the Elementary 

and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
� Title 1 focuses on improving the academic 

achievement of economically 
disadvantaged students.

� Funding is determined by a formula, 
which incorporates how poverty impacts 
each school district and school site.



Jefferson Elementary 
Demographic information

� Currently, our demographics mirror those of 
Norman Public Schools almost exactly.

� At present, 53% of our student population 
qualifies for free or reduced lunches.

� 60% in 2014-2015
� 56% in 2015-2016
� 53% in 2016-2017
� 59% in 2017-2018
� 53% in 2018-2019



What is free and reduced 
lunch?
�Free and reduced lunch 

status is determined based 
on
�The number of students 

within a family
�Family income



So, what is our plan?
�Jefferson focuses on 

SCHOOL WIDE 
improvement, so that ALL of 
our students can benefit 
from the additional funding 
provided by Title 1.



Funding enables us to Address 
Instructional Needs
� We have increased instructional time 

and opportunities for struggling students
Reading Remediation Specialist

�Extra tutor to assist with Reading
�Math Remediation Specialist
�Extra tutor to assist with Math
�Materials to incorporate alternative 

seating and movement into 
classroom experiences



Funding Enables Us To Provide 
Staff Development
� Teachers receive professional development to 

help them understand and work with 
underachieving subgroups

� Reading Strategies and Training
� Math Common Core In-service
� Ongoing In-services to improve Math and Reading 

Growth and Achievement through ne technologies

Title 1 funds are used to pay for substitutes
to allow time for training and collaboration.



Jefferson Elementary School 
Title 1 Committee
� Jefferson has a Title 1 committee.  The 

committee meets to approve the Title Plan to 
be submitted to the district and oversees the 
implementation of various aspects of that 
plan.  The committee also analyzes data 
pertaining to programs and student 
achievement. Committee members include 
representation from these stakeholders:
� Administrator, grade level teachers, specialists, 

counselor, support staff, and PTA.



Great Schools Have Involved 
Parents
� What can you do to become involved?

� Join PTA
� Take advantage of opportunities for decision 

making
� Communicate with your child’s teachers
� Attend Parent Teacher Conferences
� Volunteer

� School wide events
� Grade level events
� Tutoring
� Watch Dogs



We NEED YOU

We APPRECIATE YOU

“At the end of the day the most 
overwhelming key to a child’s success is 

the positive involvement of parents.”
-Jane D. Hull


